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Bruce Harvey
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Hi, and welcome to the 2nd edition of our new Bulletin,
I hope you enjoy it.
I’ll start with the exciting news about Conference - a new venue, a new
Conference organiser, a new commercial arrangement and renewed
expectations that itSMFA will deliver a world class event that will be successful,
affordable and valuable.
The most difficult part of this process was of course the rather painful decision
to move venues – from Brisbane to Sydney’s Sofitel Hotel.
The reasons were clear enough – the promise of more delegates and the
prospect of better value for our sponsors.
To their enormous credit, our friends and colleagues in Brisbane understood this
and were amenable to the change of venue and I’m very pleased to say still
continue to have involvement in the conference process through their
engagement in our committee.
Opportunities abound here – we are now calling for speaker submissions and
have completely overhauled the review process to make sure it remains fair,
timely and transparent.
The first call for prospective sponsors has gone out and the response so far has
been extremely encouraging.
And of course we will soon be calling for nominations for our own prestigious
Awards program: a feature of the Gala Dinner which will focus more strongly
this year on the Awards and the outstanding work done by members of our
industry.
Our own office has undergone something of its own IT revolution - we have
moved our ‘to the cloud’ and are employing a new system. This will only be
apparent to members in an incidental way, with a more seamless delivery of
services and a much smoother ‘back-end’ operation.
By contrast, the updating of our Membership management program will
produce significant change that will engage every Member and indeed anyone
who taps into our system for whatever reason.
The roll-out is on track and we’ll be ‘going live’ soon.
I would like to take this opportunity to extend my thanks to Kathryn Heaton
who has come on board in a part time capacity to assist with these transitions.
In fact Kathryn has done a huge amount of very good work and we’re indebted
to her, not just for this, but also for the manner in which she has managed these
quite difficult projects.
If I can borrow a sporting cliché, ‘It’s all happening’ with itSMF this year. A new
look Conference, a new look magazine, a greater emphasis on direct
communication with you the Member, new front and back office systems and
the list goes on.
I’m looking forward to the challenges and opportunities as we make this
journey together.
I’m excited!

Next Edition
In the next edition, look out for it in the 2nd week of April, we are running an
extended profile of Peter Cross who is a pioneer of the Service Management
Industry in Australia. Peter has served variously on the Australian and
International Board and was the Executive Officer of the organisation for a time.
As well, we will look at the outstanding contribution by Claire Brereton to the
formulation of the international standards which now govern Service
Management.

A Word from the Chairman
Welcome everyone back

First off, I appreciate it is already February, but this
really is my first opportunity to welcome everyone
back to work. I trust you enjoyed your break and are
now ready and ‘fired up’ for a productive year. There is
certainly plenty happening in itSMF Australia – I’m not
likely to be bored.

ties and obligations in what is a very difficult
ronment.

‘Office 365’ implementation – The move to a ‘Cloud’
based office system is one that we have been
contemplating for a while and it is now basically
complete. This has seen the streamlining of many of
our internal processes and Members will enjoy a new
level of interaction with the National Office.

Just +1 membership drive – This continues to bubble
away quietly in the background. The issue of
membership is one that forever occupies the minds of
your Board and we are actively searching for
strategies to both grow the number of members, but
also improve the offer to you, our current
membership.

‘My Membership’ implementation – This is a big one.
We have moved to a membership management
system that enjoys the patronage of more than 20
million people worldwide and this is something that
will positively impact on you, the Member, every time
you use a computer to interact with itSMFA.
The list of changes is extensive, from the way we
manage your workshop bookings to how we manage
our suite of communications. This new member
management system holds great promise for the
improved delivery of information and services to our
member base.
Kathryn Heaton’s election to International Board – I’m
delighted to be able to inform you that Kathryn
Heaton is now a member of the itSMF International
Board. Personally, I’m of the view that she will bring to
this organisation just the sort of clarity of purpose and
professional energy it needs to discharge its own du3

envi-

Of course Kathryn was the Chair of the Australian
forum until she stepped aside to assist the office with
the implementation of the Office 365 and My
Membership programs.

Conference – Even before the 2014 Conference was
concluded we had decided that a complete revision of
what we did and how we did it was required. The
result is a new compressed format, a more inclusive
review process and an event better tuned to the
needs of our industry.
Two things: now is the time for potential presenters to
lodge their submissions and keep an eye out for the
new Awards program, it promises to be excellent.
State Seminars – Our signature program of state
seminars has already kicked off. Well done to the
State Chairs and their teams of volunteers. May I
extend to you and your teams my best wishes for your
efforts in the past and over the coming year.
Well Done!

Brad Schimmel & Michael Hall
In the first of a two-part series, Brad Schimmel and Michael Hall show the results and method of applying
Problem Management to achieve transformational results.
Here in part one, the challenges are set for the busiest period of the year for Australian private health
insurers. The measurable results of applying focussed Problem Management during this high stress period are
reported. In part two in the next edition of the Bulletin, we show how these results were achieved from Problem
Management in such a short period of time.
hen it comes to incident impacts, few can be of highW
er priority than for those organisations that look after our
health.
Bupa’s Mission Statement is to help
people to live 'longer, happier
healthier lives' and system outages can lead to members being faced with difficulties
when checking into hospital
or being exposed to unnecessary worry when confirming
that their loved ones are covered for critical situations. It’s
with this knowledge that Bupa
Information Systems (IS) staff carry
out their duties.

Crunch
If that’s not enough pressure, there’s ‘Crunch’. This aptly
named period is the busiest for any Private Health Insurer
in Australia, commencing six weeks before the end of the
financial year and finishing up to three weeks afterwards.
In this time, nearly 70% of all new and renewed private
health cover is written.
This period is make or break for private health insurers.
Sales and growth targets simply can’t be achieved if core
IS systems are unavailable or poorly performing.
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The Bupa IS focus is therefore to ensure availability of
core systems.
While a change freeze protects system
stability, incidents have always been
expected to increase by over
50% during Crunch, as
systems are pushed to their
capacity and new system
functionality is released to
production just before the
change freeze.
While planning for Crunch
in early 2014, the smart
question for Bupa IS was not
simply how to manage the
expected increase in major incidents, but
how to ensure that previous incidents did not
re-occur? While Bupa’s Service Management team is
well used to the pressure, it knew it could do with some
additional assistance.
The Major Incident Management and Problem
Management team number just two - Andrew Van
Elswyk in Brisbane and Michael Hall in Melbourne, each
alternating over a 24/7 roster. With the increased load in
major incidents during Crunch, surely problem
management - and with it the ability to fix problems so
incidents don’t happen again – would need to wait
until Crunch subsided.

Separating Problem and Incident
Management
A proposal was approved to bring in an extra major
incident manager during Crunch. Bupa called Brad
Schimmel, from Service Pioneers, a boutique Service
Management company specializing in ITSM management
and consulting. His engagements are usually in building,
running and then handing over an improved Service
Management practice to full time staff.

This role was different, as what Bupa needed was not
Service Management consulting, but an additional
resource to join the team, get on with the job and deliver
IS services.
With a strong appreciation for problem management, IS
Operational Services Manager, Janet Holling and her boss
Sami Yalavac, Head of Production Services, were willing
to punt on not just continuing problem management
during Crunch, but to assign a dedicated resource to it.
Wanting this bet to pay off, Andrew and Brad teamed to
run all major incident management. Michael, author of
‘Problem Management, An implementation guide for the
real world’(BCS, London, 2014), would focus solely on
problem management. Effort was given to ensure the
results of this exercise were reported, which forms the
basis of this Case Study.

management without measuring results before
and after implementation.

More focus on problem management is
more effective
The extra resource allowed more focus on problem
management from 1 May to 12 September 2014,
which covered the lead up to Crunch, the period itself
and an extension afterwards for Brad into early
September.
The result has been a step-up in problems closed in that
period compared to the first four months of 2014:


72% of problem closures year to date occurred
between May and September



95% of incidents eliminated occurred in these four
months



The periods were otherwise more similar than
different in terms of problems opened:
(1) 59% from January to April (65% of related
incidents)
(2) 41% from May to September (35% of related
incidents)



The additional resource appears to be the major
factor

Results
While there is often discussion about the effectiveness of
combining the problem and incident management roles,
the results during and after Crunch show unequivocally
that:


When problem management is done properly, it
pays for itself many times over;



To be effective, problem management should not
be combined with incident management, because
incidents take precedence and no time is left for
fixing problems; and



It is difficult to justify the value of problem
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Bupa is a leading healthcare organising in Australia
and New Zealand. With a history of over 60 years,
Bupa incorporates HBA, MBF and Mutual
Community. Bupa looks after the needs of 4.7
million people in Australia and New Zealand.

Bupa Separates Problem and Incident Management –for a Healthier You - Cont...
What Bupa did next
The above data have since been used in a successful
business case for additional incident management
resources to allow Michael to focus fully on problem
management. Peter Powell, Bupa Australia's CIO, saw the
clear return on investment for the additional resource
and arrangements are being made for the role to be
resourced.

If problem management can continue to fix
problems in the lead up to Crunch 2015, Bupa
should expect more stability than in previous years,
while putting more resources into high-value
projects that increase rewards for its members.
And if you’re a Bupa member, that could be a
healthier, happier you.

Biographies:

Michael Hall

Brad Schimmel

Michael has over 25 years experience in IT,
developing and leading teams, managing change
programs and implementing Service Management.
Now a specialist in Service Operations, he founded
Problem Management as a global function at
Deutsche Bank and is a Chartered IT Professional
(CITP).

Brad specialises in IT service management and
delivery from a career spanning nearly 20 years. He is
a committee member of the itSMF Victoria, where he
manages the Forum’s Special Interest Groups. He also
regularly presents to these Groups, talking on topics
such as Incident, Problem and Multi-Partnership
Management. Brad is a regular speaker to RMIT
Bachelor of Business students of which he is an
alumnus.

He has been a regular presenter on Problem
Management topics for itSMF UK - including at the
annual conference in November 2012 - and is now
active in Australia. He has been contributing to a
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Director and Principal Consultant for Service Pioneers,
a boutique-consulting group that specializes in service

series of white papers on service management and
several more are in preparation.

integration, business enablement and staff
augmentation.

In 2012, he earned a Masters degree in Business and
Technology from the Australian Graduate School of
Management. His book, Problem Management, An
implementation guide for the real world, was
published in November 2014 by BCS

brads@servicepioneers.com.au
www.servicepioneers.com.au
Mobile: 0429 015 733

Karen Ferris

A Personal itSMF Journey
I

thought I would take some time out to reflect on my journey
to this point and the role that itSMF has played in that journey.
My ITSM journey started back in the mid-1990s whilst working for
the UK Post Office. They made a massive investment and
provided every team lead and manager with the ITIL Service
Manager training. There was no Foundation course back then –
just two weeks of training and two 3-hour written exams!
The outcome - I obtained my ‘ITIL Service Manager Certification’
in 1995.
I was hooked! I had always been process focused and now I had
the framework and guidance I had been looking for. From the UK
Post Office I moved to a large food retail organisation where I was
a Service Centre Manager responsible for all the ITSM processes.
In 1998 I moved to Australia to work for ProActive Services as a
consultant and trainer. I later became the Practice Manager at
ProActive responsible for all the consultants across Australia and
New Zealand. I have been a sole consultant operating as KMF
Advance and also the Head of Service Management for NAB
before forming Macanta Consulting in 2009.
My involvement with itSMFAustralia started in 2001 when I
joined the Victorian committee. I became a Director on the
National Board in 2006.
I am a keen believer in giving back to the ITSM community that
has served me so well, and serving on itSMF committees and the
board is key to that belief.
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In 2005, I received the inaugural ‘Presidents Prize’ from itSMF
Australia for the Best Speaker at the national conference and in
2007 I was honoured to be bestowed with the ‘Service
Management Champion Award’. Seven years later the honour of
‘Lifetime Achievement’ was even greater.
I have received so many congratulations from friends and
colleagues from around the world. It has been truly humbling.
I have spoken at nearly every itSMF Australia National Conference
(apart from one I think) and at many itSMF Australia seminars
over the years. Despite the nerves, that I still get, I think it is
important to share experiences and ideas with the rest of the
community and presenting at these events achieves that. I
encourage everyone to think about presenting at itSMF Australia
events. I believe that everyone has a story to tell and the
resources are available to help you tell it. Just contact the itSMF
Australia office and ask if you can be assigned a mentor to help
you with your presentation.
Of course, presenting at such events raises your profile and that
has certainly worked for me. itSMF Australia provided me with
the platform to hone my presentation skills and I have now
presented internationally for many years in many countries.
In 2009 I was invited to be a member of the Editorial Advisory
Taskforce (EAT) who reviewed publication proposals for itSMF
International.
In 2011 itSMF international enabled the publishing of my book
‘Balanced Diversity – A Portfolio Approach to Organisational

Karen Ferris -A Personal itSMF Journey
Change’. As a novice author itSMF and EAT were key in making
the process a painless one and I was supported throughout the
activity.
itSMF has provided me with so many opportunities to raise my
profile in the industry and in 2014 I was invited to be a part of
the Pink Think Tank in Las Vegas which was formed of industry
luminaries. Spending a day with 7 industry experts discussing
(and later presenting) the challenges of the increasing multisupplier value streams was an extraordinary experience.

Continued

and seminars, or coaching and mentoring others in the
industry.
If you are reading this and you are not an itSMF member, I
encourage you to become one. You and your career will
benefit from it.

As I said when I tearfully accepted my Lifetime Achievement
Award – ‘I love this industry’ and itSMF is an absolutely
integral part of it.
itSMF has been the backbone of my career in ITSM and I love
being able to give back by continuing to contribute whether that
be at a board level, writing content, presenting at conferences

Kathryn Heaton elected as Deputy Chair
to itSMF International Board
Last year we welcomed the news that Kathryn Heaton, who is currently taking a leave of absence as the
itSMF Australia Chair, was elected to the forum’s International Board.
This is great news for several reasons, one being the added profile it affords our own chapter given that
Bruce Harvey is the Company Secretariat. Perhaps more importantly though, it marks a determination of the International Board to tackle
the issues ahead of them, or even on their desk presently.
A part of this new approach is what Kathryn calls “…an aggressive meeting strategy.” Presently scheduled at around 26 a year, the
majority done via Skype and teleconference of course given the distances involved. One of the pitfalls of any organisation with the word
‘International’ in its name is the problem of what we might describe as ‘drift’ – the tendency to allow things to be put off for another day
given the problems of time zones. Kathryn and the rest of this small team are determined not to allow this to occur.
A deliberate decision not to accept any of the portfolios of the group, but rather act as a support to the rest of the Board members who
have taken on one of these is another of Kathryn’s strategies designed to make her contribution as telling as possible.
She will catch up with the International Chair at the upcoming Singapore itSMF Conference where no doubt a great deal of planning will
take place designed to further the aims of itSMF International.
It should be noted that Kathryn stepped aside from the position of Australian Chair to oversee the acquisition and implementation of the
organisations move ‘to the cloud’, an assignment which still has some time to run. She is also overseeing the implementation of our move
to the ‘Your Membership’ member engagement platform; another timely and necessary innovation in how your Association does business.
We wish Kathryn well in her role on the International Board and look forward to the positive contributions she will make
to this body.
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Beyond the Hype:
A practical approach
to Service Integration
by Derek Baskerville, Principal Consultant Solisma Pty Ltd

Many organisations are being propelled towards a
‘Service Integration’ (SI) solution by an external advisor.
Other observers have described SI as “a solution in search
of a problem”! In my experience many organisations are
persuaded by third party advisors to commit their long
term service strategy to a service integration model
without fully understanding what it is and what the
implications are.
Having assisted many organisations who are adopting
Service Integration there are genuine factors driving the
adoption of this approach and real benefits to be
achieved. There is also a lot of mystery around Service
Integration and the holistic orchestration of service…
the purpose of this paper is to go beyond the hype and
provide some proven practical guidance.
"What exactly is Service Integration (SI)?”

There is no single consensus on what constitutes SI.
There is range of overlapping strategies that fall under
the broad label of Service Integration . A definition of
Service Integration , as it relates to sourcing, can be
described as the co-ordination of people, processes, tools
and technology across multiple third party service
providers, both internal and external, to manage the
delivery of end-to-end business and IT services to endusers. The SI model is specifically designed to provide a
common operating model and ensure seamless end-to9

end service delivery across all service providers.
Practically, service integration involves the implementation of processes, models and best practices to
manage multi-provider service delivery. Given the
increased use of third-party services overall and the
proliferation of multi -sourcing, SI is becoming ever
more important.

Who takes the lead role?
One important aspect of service integration is which
party should take the lead role of service integrator?
While the work of service integration will fall across
multiple participants in the service delivery chain,
who should take the lead integrator role? The client,
one of the tower service provider(s) or perhaps even
a third party specialist provider? The answer to these
questions are situational and will depend on the
nature and scope of the sourcing effort and the skills
and preferences of the buyer organisation.

Why Service Integration and not only
conventional ITSM best practice?
Service Integration is often used when organisations
are:


Struggling to understand how their complex
value networks map on to both suppliers and
customers

“Service integration and the role of the service integrator
are not new concepts.“


A lack of appropriate experience in managing
multiple contracts and frameworks of service level
agreements to specify a level of e2e service



Experiencing individual suppliers comfortably
meeting their contracted service levels whilst the
overall service remains unsatisfactory to the
customer and user communities



Wanting to see collaborative innovation from their
suppliers



Recognising traditional approaches have failed to
integrate suppliers into a common culture.

In theory these can all be addressed by conventional ITSM
best practice but the SI provider has the advantages of
access to tools, skills and in some cases contractual
relationships that are not available to an in-house service
management team. For instance a large outsourcer filling
the SI role will be able to leverage global alliances with
other suppliers.

Justifying Service Integration
Quantifying and clearly communicating the
benefits of SI initiatives to the Board and SeniorManagement will assist in the establishment of a
Service Integration layer (rather than replacingmanagers within the retained organisation). Based
on experience there are potentially millions of
dollars of savings to be made and improvements in
service when SI is applied. A business case based on
the individual organisational situation is critical in
understanding the specific business benefits.
Service Integration - Responsibilities and Roles
The service integrator has many responsibilities and
performs numerous roles. None of the SI elements
are individually novel, and neither do they all need
to be present. In reality many SI solutions are less
strategic in their remit and in some cases there is
little commonality between two approaches both
legitimately labelled as SI. For instance, ownership
of the contracts with other suppliers might stay with
the retained organisation with the SI provider only
being held contractually responsible for their own
performance in monitoring and reporting on other
suppliers. In other cases the contracts might be novated to the SI supplier, and the SI supplier held
directly responsible for the failure of other suppliers
to meet their targets. In an extreme case, the individual suppliers might all be achieving their targets
but the SI supplier is required to handover service
credits because the required e2e service is not being
delivered.
Making SI a Success
What is clear is that it is not a one size fits all
solution; it is an approach that needs to be tailored
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Beyond the Hype: A practical approach to Service Integration—Cont...
to match an organisation's current and expected level of
service management maturity, and their appetite for risk
and innovation. My top ten standout features of a
successful SI model:
1. Absolute clarity of roles, responsibilities and
authorities across all parties and a common vocabulary
2. The risk born by the SI provider has to be aligned with
the level of authority they have over other suppliers
3. There needs to be a clear roadmap for the entire life of
the SI contract that is linked to the delivery of value to
the business

culture rather than developing an adversarial model.

4. The SI total operating model needs to be designed

The Evolution of SI

holistically across the retrained organisation rather than
expecting a supplier’s SI capability to be bolted on to a
pre-existing structure.

We are even seeing organisations who talk of providing
an ‘internal SI solution.’ If we accept that as a valid use
of the term does the definition of SI become:

5. A ‘white box’ approach to data and information needs
to be established by the SI provider to ensure there is
one version of the truth across the value network

"Any strategy designed to align the performance of
individual suppliers with an e2e service delivered to
users and customers”? Is that just a way of saying SI is
the same as e2e service management? I believe that in

6. Establishing a truly e2e view of services to customers
is a vital element, requiring the services of service
architects
7. Maximum benefit is delivered when the SI provider is
the supplier with most ‘skin in the game’ rather than a
supplier limited to just providing the SI function. Whilst
SI independence is important this can be guaranteed by
appropriate governance and reporting lines
8. ITIL, ISO/IEC 20000 and other frameworks and
guidance cannot be applied out of the box. Asking the SI
provider to “conform to ITIL 2011” is not a sufficient
specification to ensure the desired outcomes
9. Process workflow needs to be optimised to take into
account the differing service targets across the value
network. Techniques such as ‘Lean’ and the ‘Theory of
Constraints’ are extremely useful in an SI environment
10. The retained organisation, SI provider and other
suppliers need to develop a common and collaborative
11

many cases it is, even if that wasn't the original intent.
Service integration and the role of the service integrator
are not new concepts.
Most buyers perform SI activities today to varying
extents, although often it is not formally recognised and
is inconsistent and uncoordinated with inadequate
overall accountability. What is new in service integration
today is the recognition of it as a core sourcing function
and a service in its own right—a recognition that it is
key to harnessing the benefits of a multi-sourced
environment. Buyers must increasingly emphasize SI as
they move from a tower or silo-based service model to
an end user outcome-based service model that is better
aligned to the business needs. Improvement to service
integration capabilities and a further honing of the
services integrator role is a core element of improving
the overall value derived from outsourcing.

About Solisma
Established in 2004, Solisma is Australia’s leading independent provider of integrated Service
Management Solutions. The breadth of our expertise allows us to leverage a wide range of quality,
capability, and best practice standards and frameworks including IEC/ISO 20000, ITIL®, COBIT®, and
SFIA®. At Solisma we are committed to helping you achieve quality outcomes whilst equipping and
enabling you and your team to deliver on these programmes. Our unique combination of
Assessment, Consulting and Education solutions is used by a growing number of organisations
worldwide to deliver real business results.
More Information
For more information please contact us on 1300 765 436, email info@solisma.com or go to www.solisma.com

STRATEGIC PLANNING MEETING
February 7th saw itSMF Australia’s latest Strategic Planning
meeting. These significant events bring together a small
team whose task is to review and re-draw the organisation’s Strategic Plan, in this case for the three year period
covering 2015 – 2018.

While some more work remains to be done on this important
project the Strategic Planning meeting really delivered on its
aim to lay the foundations for a successful and productive future
for itSMF Australia.

The meeting was held in the Melbourne office with strong
Board representation and Peter Tonkin from the Victorian
Branch also attended as a representative of both the State
Chairs and the general membership.
The meeting was chaired by Harry Powel, itSMFA Chair and
covered a great deal of ground including:
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Areas of potential growth for our organisation (and
potential threats looming as well).
Revision of the Business Plan which underpins our
operational and resource requirements over the
next three years.
And how do we best measure success?
The timely gathering of opinion and evidence via
surveys and better data management was also
highlighted as means to gain increased understanding of the value of the services we deliver.

Left to Right: Harry Powell- itSMF Chairman, Annamarie Boddy,
Bruce Harvey-EO, Brad Busch, Claire Brereton, Peter Tonkin
(Not in Picture—Kathryn Heaton & Alan Hollensen)

E – MAIL: Is ANYONE actually reading
the stuff you send?

First off, we’re now swamped with e-mail – not exactly news,
but very true even so.
So what seemed just a few short years ago to be almost heaven sent communication tool is now one where some of us are
thinking it’s the Devil’s tool – one developed to bury us under
a tsunami of guff, junk and spam.
But of course that’s everyone else’s e-mails we’re talking
about – not the ones you send!
Well, the bad news is that it is everyone’s e-mails –
Including yours.
Here are six simple hints to give you at least a sporting chance
of getting actually read.
Please Note: this article does NOT come with a guarantee of
success.
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E – MAIL: Is ANYONE actually reading the stuff you send?
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- Paul Wallis & Fergus Cloughley

Coverage:

Karen’s Comment:

OBASHI™ is a methodology that helps you
get a clearer picture of how your business
works. It allows you to create a visual map
of the business that shows how the
business works, the assets that make it
work (physical and logical) and the
interdependencies between the assets.

What I like about OBASHI is its simplicity
yet depth. The methodology creates B&IT
diagrams that provide a framework to
document and model how people,
processes and technology interact to
make a business work. A B&IT diagram
has six layers. The layers arranged from
top to bottom are called Ownership,
Business Process, Application, System,
Hardware and Infrastructure. Their first
letters spell the name OBASHI. Elements
are placed in the layers that represent the
people, process, and technology in a
business. They can be related via their
location in the scheme or by connectors
and dependencies.

OBASHI is designed around four key
concepts summarised by the statement:
‘with clarity and vision you can develop
and improve’. The book comprises four
sections:
Section A - provides an introduction and
executive briefing
Section B - provides a more detailed
understanding and furnishes the reader
with a working knowledge of how to use
the methodology
Section C - is for professionals who want to
create, analyse and simulate an OBASHI
business model. It describes the practical
steps required to begin an OBASHI project
and the technical aspects of the Business
and IT (B&IT) diagram layout, modelling
and analysis techniques
Section D - contains appendices that
cover: how OBASHI can work with other
best practices including P3O, MSP, Prince2,
and ITIL. It also contains case studies and
template documentation to help the
practitioner build the OBASHI model.
Audience:
Anyone in the business including IT
Level: Beginner – advanced
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When I started to read the book I
wondered what the relationship with ITIL
Service Asset & Configuration
Management was. OBASHI is a
methodology, in ITIL terms, for creating
Configuration Models. Whereas ITIL is
very IT focussed, OBASHI is business
focussed and enables the business
conversation. OBASHI provides the big
picture.
This book provides everything needed to
start using the methodology including all
the templates you will need. It is
comprehensive and in-depth, yet easy to
read and understand.
I highly recommend this book to anyone
wanting to capture and communicate in a
clear and understandable form (at all
levels of an organisation), the way in

which the organisation works and support
decision-making. The book is available on
Kindle.
Bookstore Link:
You can read more about OBASHI at the
ITSM Review where Claire Agutter has
published two articles on the
methodology or visit the OBASHI website.
Bookstore Link: Click here
iTunes Link: Click Here

Rating:

itSMF SNIPPETS

THE SMILE MANAGEMENT FORUM

itSMF Australia
Call for Articles
The Bulletin has a long and
distinguished history with
itSMF and it is in the
process of a complete
revamp.
Now is the perfect opportunity for
you to make a tangible contribution
to your own industry journal. We are
calling for articles from Members for
publication in The Bulletin based on
your direct experience.
Articles should be in the order of
800 – 1,000 words, although both
shorter and longer contributions will
be welcome depending on space
and of course content. They may
reflect your own workplace
triumphs, (or tragedies) or relate to
your analysis of issues you see
playing out in the Industry.
Your First Step?
A initial approach directly to the
Editor is a sensible first step and
you will find my contact details
below. I will also work closely with
you during the preparation of your
article and will
provide any
assistance you might require.
alan.hollensen@itsmf.org.au
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Q4 Queensland Seminar 2014
Speaker Snapshot
Dean Bausch

Kathryn Howard

Ralph Gray

Congratulations to our first 2015
itSMF Strategic Partners

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP
As an itSMF Australia member, you can take advantage of all the great benefits of being
part of a leading network for IT service management professionals, including:



attending exclusive events



networking with like-minded professionals



accessing best practice tools



enjoying 10% off all books and resources from the itSMF Australia bookstore.

Run by IT Governance, the itSMF Australia Bookstore offers a mix of official and
complementary resources to help you implement effective IT service management that
drives results.
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Service Management 2015
SOFITEL SYDNEY WENTWORTH

THURSDAY 20 - FRIDAY 21 AUGUST 2015

SPEAKER OPPORTUNITIES
The Service Management 2015 Conference Program Committee is delighted to invite you to submit a proposal to present a conference session or host a pre-conference workshop.
We are seeking compelling presentations that reflect your enthusiasm for your topic. They should demonstrate
knowledge of Service Management; experience at the front line of delivery; and provide tools and take-aways that
your audience can apply to their own work environments.
Proposals are submitted through an anonymous online submission system.

SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES
Take the opportunity to become a sponsor of Service Management 2015 and:






Connect directly with Australia’s leading organisations
Be recognised as a leader in the Service Management arena
Strengthen your relationships with the Australian Service
Management community
Benefit from extensive branding opportunities before, during
and after the conference
Participate directly in Australia’s best ‘lead generation’ Service
Management event

Service Management 2015 will attract some of the biggest names in Australian service management as speakers, delegates
and sponsors. If you would like your brand to shine at this major ITSM event, please contact us at:
sponsorship@smconference.com.au for more information.

Contact Us
info@smconference.com.au
www.smconference.com.au
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